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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Mul ti-microcomputer systems 

The low cost of microp'rocessors allows systems application 

engineers to think in terms of multi-microcomputers systems. One 

of the advantages is to enhance system performances. This can be 

achieved, on the one hand, by sectioning the tasks that must be 

perforrned by the system, into functions that can be handle by in

dividual processes, and on the other hand, by distributing these 

processes .among the different microcomputers so that they can 

work simultaneously and accomplish a sarne global task. 

These facilities will be particularly appreci~ted in the 

design of real-time applications, because a well-planned distri

bution of proces~es among the processors, will permit a reduction 

of response times to service requests. In _particular, the inter

rupt signals could be treated by a set of specialized processors 

rather than by one processor only, as it is in the case of mono

processor systems. 

Therefore, it is reasonnable to think that multi-microcom

puter syst~ms will increase considerably in the next few years 

and that the needs of multiprocessor application specialists will 

follow that tendency. However, the cornplexity of the problerns in

herent to the utilisation of such systems (in particular, the soft

ware problems) leads us to believe that to overcome them will need 

a certain arnount of time. 

Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis has been to acquire a solid basis 

which could lead to the field of rnulti-microprocessor applications. 

The two objectives aimed at attaining this purpose are : 
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- The acquisition of a theoretical knowledge of the main concepts 

that are inherent to the multiprocesses and multiprocessors en

vironments. 

- The consolidation of knowledge by defining the kernel of a real

time monitor that could be easily implemented and used for a 

cer tain type of multi-microcomputer applications. 

General approach 

Therefore, two steps were necessary to achieve this purpose: 

The first step has been an important bibliographical work, the pur

pose of which was to acquire the main concepts of multiprocesses 

environments, and to select among these the ones that seemed to be 

realisable without appealing to powerful (and costly) data proces

sing systems. 

The second step was to define a standard multiple microcomputer 

configuration and construct the kernel of a real time monitor that 

could be used for such a configuration. 

General Philosophy 

From this works' theoretical aspects, a general philosophy 

appeared and may be summarized as follows : 

1. A net distinction is done between the notions of monitor 

and operating system 

- An operating system is · defined as a set of processes which 

have to schedule and control the activities of other pro

cesses. 

A monitor, is a set of data and procedures created to 

help the processes to respect the system utilisation rules 

defined by the system designer. A monitor is then a set of 

tools geared for the process disposal. 

2. This Monitor definition can free us from the constraint of 

submitting the application processes to an operating system 

created to satisfy the requirements of all the other processes 

(which have very often totally different targets) .Such a system 

could be heavy, and would consequently reduce·the flexibility 
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of the multi-microcomputer system. Therefore, to keep a 

maximum of flexibility, we will suppress, at the monitor 

level, all distinction between an operating system and 

user processes and say that the monitor procedures rnay be 

accessible by all the processes and not only by a part of 

thern. · 

3. The monitor procedures must be defined in a modular fashion, 

in such a way that it must be easy to modify them with regard 

to the applications. In other words, we want to bè able to 

adapta monitor to the applications that .the system must pro

cess,and not necessarily the applications to a standard moni

tor. 

Structure of Thesis 

This thesis includes two chapters : 

- The first chapter is a synthesis of the main concepts, 

·found during the bibliographical study and that will be needed 

for the monitor described in the next chapter. 

These concepts rnay be sumrnarized by the following terras 

processes and states of processes 

- processes synchronization 

- mutual exclusion 

- deadlock 

- interprocess communication 

The second chapter describes a monitor for applicati~ns in 

which the programs are fixed, once and for all, in private ROM 

rnernories, and where interprocess communication and synchroniza

tion are . done essentially through the use of a common memory ac

cessible by all the processors. This monitor has been written 

(with a lot of comrnents) in a structured programmation language 

(Pascal). This language is used only as a conceptual language, 

and the procedures are sufficiently detailed to b~ ea~ily trans

lated into one (or more) assembly language(s) for a final imple

rnentatio'n. 
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Next step 

The next step, in course of realisation, cons i sts in trans

lating the kernel above defined into the Intel 8080 Assembly lan

guage, with the purpose of implementing it for applications using 

the Intel multibus, on which can be connected single-board micro

computers of the SBC 80 family. 

NOTE 

This thesis has been written in English for practical rea

sons, one of which being the use as basic documentation for future 

implementation. 

I am grateful to the University Notre-Dame-de-la-Paix for 

having allowed me to write it in that language. 



1.1. 

CHAPTER 1 Generalities 

1.1. Processes --------
We define a process as an entity which has to execute a 

program on a processor. 

In a multiprocesses environment, a process can take 3 

states - (We suppose that the number of processors is 

less than the number of processes) : 

running 

ready 

blocked 

if it is executing a program on a processor. 

if it is waiting for the disponibility of 

a processor to execute its program. 

if it is waiting outside a processor for a 

signal other than the disponibility of a 

processor. 

To change the state of a process, the following rules must 

be respected: 

NOTE 

1. Only ready processes can be made running. 

2. When a running process must block, it leaves its 

processor. 

3. When a signal arrives to wake up a blocked process, 

the process is made ready. 

4. A running process can be preempted to the ready state, 

to give the control of the processor to another pro

cess. 

5. A process can block itself or be blocked by another 

process. 

• 
A process which is executing a waiting~loop is 

not blocked, but running . 
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The process states diagram may be represented as follows 

1
/)ready~ 

v< ~ \ 
running blocked ' /' ~ 

The digits in that diagram refer to the rules that we .have 

defined. 

Not running processes will normally wait in a queue of pro

cesses. As we will see later, a queue of processes will be 

defined as a sequence of process names, a process name being · 

an information assigned to the process to identify it. 

When a processor is free, it is given to a process waiting 

in a "ready queue". 

When a signal wakes up a process, the process will have to 

leave the queue where it is waiting, to enter a ready queue 
' before it can continue the execution of its program. 

These operations and all operations on processes will be 

e x ecuted under control of the Monitor (see 1.2.). 

1.2. Monitor Definition ----------------~-
We define a Monitor as a set of procedures and data that 

can be regarded as a "software extention of the hardware 

structure" (BH 1) to implement a set of rules that must 

be respected by the processes for a correct utilization 

of the system. 

In that sense, a monitor is nota process but a set of 

tools used by the processes. 
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1.3. Processes_Synchronization 

1.3.1. Introduction 

By processes synchronization we intend that a process must 

be able, on the one hand, to wait for the arrival of a signal 

sent toit by another process, and, on the other hand, to 

send such a signal . to a process waiting for it and to awake 

th~t proc~ss if i~ is blocked. 

All these operations will be -done under control of the 

Monitor, by executing synchronization primitives. 

We can define two general rules concerning processes synchro

nization: 

1. When a process sends a signal, it must be sure that 

this signal will be recèived. 

2. When a process blocks itself to wait for a signal, it . . 
must be assured that it will be awakened after a finite 

time. 

We will see 4 synchronization mechanisms : 

- synchronization by wake up-waiting switches. 

- synchronization by events. 

- synchronization by private semaphores. 

- synchronization by public semaphores. 

In those mechanisms, we will only consider processes that 

block themselves. 

flOTE A comparison of synchronizating tools is given 

at 1.3.6. 
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1.3.2. Synchronization by wake up-waiting switches (Sa, La2, Cr) 

A wake up-waiting switch is a boolean variable associated 

to a process. It is given the value "TRUE" when a signal 

is sent to the process but the process is still running. 

When the process deëides to wait for the arrival of such 

a signal, it first examines its wake up-waiting switch 

and will block itself only if the switch is off (has the 

value "FALSE") • 

The synchronization primitives may thus be defined as fol

lows : 

block if wake up-waiting switch (running) = 0 

then running process state:= blocked. 

else wake up~waiting switch (running):= 0 

(wake up-waiting switch (running) means : the wake up

waiting switch of the running process which executes 

the block operation). 
. 

wakeup(p) : ~ if process state {p) = blocked 

then process stiate (p):= ready 

else wake up.,..wai ting swi tch (p) :. = 1 

(pis the name of the receiver process) 

We must take care of the following rules before using a 

wake up~waiting switch mechanism: 

1. Only one process {the wake up.,.waiting switch owner) 

canuse the switch to block itself. 

2. Any process which knows the name of process p can 

execute the wakeup(p)operation. 

Remarks : 

1. If more than one process execute the wakeup(p)opera

tion before process p decides to examine its wake up

waiting switch, only one signal (the last one) will be 

taken into consideration; the others will be lost. 
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If no signal must be lost, a private semaphore should, 

be used (see 1.3.4.). 

2. Any process which wants to send a signal to process p 

must know the name of that process, but there is no 

way for process p to know the identity of the sending 

process. 

3. If there is only one wake up~waiting switch by process, 

there is no way for a receiver process to distinguish 

the nature of a signal sent toit. 

1.3.3. Synchronization by events (Cr) 

An event is a boolean variable associated to the nature of 

a signal (event) rather than to a process. 

The main difference with a wake up-waiting switch is that 

it can be examined by any process which wants to wait for 

the arrival of the event, and not by one particular process 

only. For that reason, a queue of processes is generally 

associated to an event. 

We must take care of the following problems prior to defi

ning· 'the event monitor procedures : 

1. When an event occurs and the queue is not empty, 

should we wake up all the waiting processes or 

only one of them? 

2. When a process examines an event and ·finds it "TRUE", 

should the process switch off the e~ent? If it does, 

the event will be lost for the other processes. If it 

does .. not, there is a danger for the process to loop 

on a same occurrence of the event. 

The first problem can be resolved by introducing the use of 

public semaphores (see 1.3.5.). By definition, a signal sent 

to a public semaphore awakes only one process waiting for it 
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(if there is such a process). For that reason, we will 

reserve the use of an event when we want to awake, at the 

same time, all the processes waiting for an arrival of a 

signal. 

To respond to the other questions we will introduce into 

the monitor five event procedures 

1. The procedure 11 wait(event)" blocks the calling 

process only if the event has not occurred. 

It can be defined as follows : 

wait(event) if event = 1 then event:= 0 

else block running process 

in the event waiting queue. 

2. The procedure "block(event) 11 blocks the calling 

process even if the event has already occurred. 

It is definded as follows 

block (event) blocks the running process in the 

event waiting queue. 

Processes could execute that procedure to avoid a loop on 

a same occurrence· of the event. 

NOTE A process which has executed the block(event) pro

cedure will be awakened by the next occurrence of 

the event, but when it executes the block(event) 

operation, there is nothing which can certify to 

it that the event it wants to ignore is really 

the same that the one by which it was awakened. 

3. The procedure "signal(event) 11 wakes up all the 

processes which are waiting for the next occurrence 

of the event, and switches off the value of the 

event, so that the signal will be lost for the other 

processes. 
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It is defined as follows : 

signal (event) if event queue= empty 

then event:= true 

else begin 

event:= 0 ; wake up all 

processes wàiting in the 

queue 

end 

4. The procedure "awake(event)" awakes all the processes 

·which are waiting in the event waiting queue and switches 

on the value of that event, so that the event will not 

be lost for the other processes. 

It is defined as follows: 

awake(event): event:=l; 

if eventqueue > <empty 

then wake up all processes waiting 

in the queue 

5. The procedure "reset(event)" gives the value "false" 

_to the given event. rt can be used by a privileged pro

cess to switch off the event when the awake(event) pro

cedure is used to signal an occurrence of the event. 

Remarks : 

1. An event can only memorize one occurrence of an 

event signal. 

2. It is possible to combine some events to define 

OR or AND functions. 
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1.3.4. Synchronization by private semaphores 

A private semaphore is an integer associated to a given pro

cess. Its purpose is to memorize all the signals sent to 

that process but not yet received by it. 

Two primitives are associated to a private semaphore 

wait sern = sem - 1 ; 

if sem< O then process state(running) = 
blocked. 

signal (p) sem: = sem + 1 ; 

if sem = 0 thèn process state (p) : = ready 

The following rules must be respected to use a private sema

phore : 

1.3.5. 

1. A private semaphore cannot be initialized to a nega

tive value. 

2. The wait operation can be executed only by the owner 

of the semaphore. Consequently, a private semaphore 

aannot take a negative value other than -1. 

Remark 

To initialize a private semaphore to a positive value 

(say N) means that the owner process will have to exe

cute N wait operations before signals sent by other 

processes can be taken into consideration. 

Synchronization by public semaphores (BH2, Cr, D) 

Like a private semaphore, a public semaphore is an integer 

which cannot be initialized to a negative value. The dif

ference with a private semaphore is that the wait operation 

(we call it P) can be executed by every process and not only 

by a particular process. For that reason we associate a queue 

of process to such a semaphore. 
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The primitives associated to a public semaphore are called 

P and V and are defined as follows (sis the name of the 

semaphore) : 

P(s) s = s - 1 

V ( s) 

if s < 0 then block running process and put it 

in the semaphore queue. 

: s = s + 1 

if s ~ 0 then get a process from the queue and 

make it ready. 

Notes 

1. By definition of V, only one process at a time will 

leave the semaphore queue if it is not empty. 

2. A positive value of the semaphore indicates the num

ber of signals sent but not yet received. 

3. If a semaphore is negative, its absolute value indi

cates the number of processes waiting in the queue. 

Remark 

We make no assumption about the order in which processes 

enter or leave the waiting queue. 

In our model (see next chapter) we will use a FIFO scheduling. 
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1.3.6. Comparison of synchronizing tools 

Characteristics 

- Only one process can wait for a given signal. 

- Every process can wait for a given signal. 

- Blocked processes must enter a waiting queue 
associated to the signal type. 

- All occurrences of a signal are memorized. 

- Only one occurrence of a signal can be memorized 
before it is taken into consideration . 

- The identity of the receiver must be known by 
the sending process (the signal is sent directly 
to a given process). 

- The receiver does not know the identity of 
the sending process. (1) 

- A wake-up signal awakes all processes waiting 
for it. 

- A wake-up signal awakes one process only 

A wake-up signal is not necessarily lost 
after activation of processes waiting for 
it. (2) 

- A process can block itself even if the signal 
has occurred. (3) 

- Processes waiting in a queue associated to a 
signal type, may be scheduled at the arrival 
of the signal. 
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1.4. Mutual exclusion 

1.4.1. Critical regions (BH2) 

We need a mechanism which prevents processes to manipulate 

simultaneously a shared object. Such a mechanism is called 

Mutual Exclusion Mechanism. 

We define a critical region as a set of operations which - ' . 
cannot be executed at the same time; we will say that a 

process which wants to manipulate a shareà object can do 

it only inside a critical region associated to that object. 

We make the following assumptions about critical regions : . 

1. Only one process at a time can be inside a criti

cal region. 

2. A process which is inside a critical region must 

leave it after a finite time. 

3. A process which was not allowed to enter a criti

cal region must be able to doit after a finite 

time. 

NOTES 

1. Different critical regions can be executed simulta

neously by different processes. 

2. A process can enter nested critical regions. 

3. The last remark can lead to a deadlock situation 

( see 1. 5.) 

Example : see next page. 
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EXAMPLE 

Process Pl Process P2 

enter region A enter region B 

. . . . . . 
enter region B enter region A 

. . • . . . 
leave region . B leave region A 

. . . . . . 
leave region A leave region B 

If process Pl enters region A at the same time as 

process P2 enters region B, there will be a dead

lock situation when Pl will try to enter region B 

and P2 region A. 

Remark 

Deadlocks of nested critical regions can be . prevented 

by a hierarchal ordering of critical regions (see 1.5.J 

we · suppose a multiprocessor environment. 

1.4.2.1. Test-And-Set (TAS) instruet~on __________ _..._~_,........... 

To each critical region we can associate a boolean variable. 

When the variable has the value O, it means that no process 

is inside the critical region, so that the region can be 

entered by the next requesting process. 

When a process wants to enter a critical region, it tests 

the variable associated toit (say X) and enters the cri

tical region only if the variable has the value O, but 

before entering the region, it must lock it by giving the 
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value l to the variable. This is done by the TAS instruc

tion which can be defined as follows : 

TAS{X) if X= 0 then begin 

X : = l ; 

skip next instruction 

end 

Thus, before entering a critical region, a process must 

execute the following sequence: 

loop 

region 

TAS(X) ; 

goto loop; 

Before leaving a critical region, a process must open it 

again by executing the statement X:= 0 

Remarks 

1. The boolean variable associated to a critical region 

must be initialized to o. 

2. There is a danger of deadlock is we allow a process 

to be interrupted when it is inside a critical region. 

·For example, let us consider a process Pl which is 

inside critical region A. At the same time an inter

rupt signal forces a processor to execute an inter

rupt routine which has to enter the critical region A. 

If the processor is the same as the one used by Pl, 

the critical region will never be freed and the in

terrupt routine will be in a deadlock situation with 

Pl. 

To avoid such a situation, we could, for example, mask 

all interrupts and define the mutual exclusion mecha

nism as follows : 
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disable interrupts 

loop TAS(X) 

goto loop 

region 

X = 0 

enable interrupts 

1.14. 

3. This rnechanisrn has the following disadvantages : 

- it forces a process to execute a waiting loop. 

- it disables the interrupts durirtg the tirne of this 

loop. 

Note 

The waiting-loop duration will depend of the tirne the 

process which is inside the critical region will stay 

in that region. If that tirne is long enough, it rnay 

be interesting to force the requesting processes to 

enter a queue associated to the critical regïon. The 

locks and rnutual exclusion semaphore mechanisms will 

do that. 

Remark 

Instead of disabling the interrupts when a process is 

inside a critical region, we could permit thern, but force 

the interrupt routine to enter an ."interrupt waiting queue" 

associated to the critical region, when it tries to enter 

that region, and give the control of the processor back to 

the interrupted process. On the other side, that proce~s 

should liberate the waiting interrupt routine before it 

leaves the critical region, in such a way that the routine 

can continue its execution inside the critical region. 

For exarnple, let us consider a process X executing instruc

tions inside a critical region A. 
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If interrupts are not disabled, an interrupt signal 

could give control of the processor to an interrupt 

routine Y which, at a certain point of its execution, 

has to enter the criticalregion A. 

At that moment, t~e interrupt routine could execute 

the following sequence of instructions: 

wait 

region 

TAS(A) ; 

goto wait 

goto region 

enter interrupt routine into an interrupt 

waiting queue _associated to the critical 

region A and give control of the proces

sor to the interrupted process. 

executes instructions inside critical 

region A. 

A : = 0 

Before leaving the critical region A, process X should 

execute the following statement 

if interrupt waiting queue is empty 

then A:= 0 

else give control of the processor to the inter

rupt routine waiting in the queue. 
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1.4.2.2. Locks 

A lock is a boolean variable to which is associated a 

queue of processes. Its purpose is to suppress the 

waiting-loop of processes which were not allowed to 

enter a critical region, by putting them into a waiting 

queue. 

The operations on a lock can be defined as follows 

lock (X) if X= 0 then X:= 1 

else block running process 

into the queue. 

unlock (X): if queue= empty 

then X:= 0 

Notes 

else get a process from the queue 

and make it ready. 

1. A lock itself must be protected against simultaneous 

manipulation by more than one process at a time. 

To do so, we must associate toit a boolean variable 

that must be tested by a TAS instruction. 

2. A lock will be opened (take the value 0) only when 

its processes queue is empty. 

i. 4. 2. 3. Mutua1 Exclus•ion Semaphores --""'9'\~----~-----

A mutual exclusion semaphore, mutex, is a public semaphore 

associated to a critical region. As for the locks, its 

purpose is to block into a waiting queue all processes 

which could not enter a critical region. 
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The following rules must be respected to use a mutual 

exclusion semaphore 

1. It must be initialized to 1. 

2. When a process wants to enter a critical region, 

it must execute P (mutex) 

3. When a process wants to leave a critical region, 

it must execute V (mutex). 

Consequently, such a semaphore has the following proper

ties: 

a) It cannot take a positive value) 1 . 

b) It has the value 1 when no process is inside 

the critical region. 

c) It has the value O when one process is inside 

the critical region and the semaphore queue is 

empty. 

d) It has a negative value when processes are waiting 

in the queue, to enter the critical region. 

1.5.1. Definition (BH2, Cr, M&D) 

A deadlock is a -situation in which two or more processes 

are waiting indefinitely for resources held by the others. 

A process is expected to make a request for a resource 

before it uses them. The request operation delays the 

process until the resource is available. When the process 

has no more need of the resource, it must release it by 

executing a release operation. 

Ex~El~ ~f_d~a~l~c~ 

Let us consider 2 processes A and B which are sharing a 

printer and a reader by means of the request and release 

operations : 
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Process A. Pr ocess B. 

Al request printer B1 request reader 

A2 . request reader B2 request printer . 
A3 release printer B3 release printer 

A4 release reader B4 release reader 

A deadlock situation will occur if the request and release 

operations are executed in · the following order: 

Al Bl A2 B2 X 

In A2, process A must block because the reader has been 

required by Bat Bl. In B2, process B must block because 

the printer has been acquired by A. So, in X, the two 

processes are blocked, each waiting for a resource that 

can be released only by the other. 

Deadlock Prevention 

It can be shown that the following conditions are neces

sary for the occurrence of a deadlock situation {BH2) : 

1. Mutual Exclusion A resource can only be acquired 

by one process at a time. 

2. Non-preemptive scheduling : A resource can only be 

released by the process which 

has acquired it. 

3. Partial allocation: A process can àcquire its 

resources piecemeal. 

4. Circular waiting Processes have acquired part of 

their resources and enter astate 

in which they wait indefinitely 

to acquire each other's resources. 

Deadlocks can be prevented by insuring that one or more 

of the necessary conditions will never hold. 
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We will define a method that prevents circular waiting 

by imposing a sequential ordering of requests (Hierar

Chal Resource Allocation). 

Hierarchal Resource Allocation (BH2, Cr) 

In this method resources are grouped in hierarchal classes 

of levels Ll, L2, ..• Lmax. 

Deadlocks will be prevented by respecting the following 

rules 

1. A process must acquire all r esources i t needs 

from a class, by a single request. 

2. When a process has acquired resources from a 

class Lj, it can only acquire resources from a 

class of superior level Lk (k > j) • 

3. Resources acquired at a level Lk must,be releasea · 

before the resources acquired at a lower level Lj 

( j < k) • 

4. When a process has released all resources acquired 

from a class, it can request other resources of 

the same class. 

5. Resources must be released after a finite time. 

The hierarchal resource allocation may be schematized as 

follows : 

L 1 

Requests l L 2 

. • . 
1 Releases 

L max 
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Example (M&D) 

we assign a unique number to all resources of the sys-

tan : 

reader = 1 

printer = 2 

punch = 3 

·· tape = · 4 

disk = 5 

All requests must be in ascending order and releases 

in descending order 

correct sequence request reader (1) 

request punch ( 3) 

request tape (4) 

release tape ( 4) 

release punch (3) 

release reader (1) 

illegal sequence request reader ( 1) 

request tape ( 4) 

request punch (3) 

One disadvantage of this method is that the standard 

sequence does not necessarily correspond to the actual 

ordering of resources utilization. 

For example, a process may want to use the tape before 

the printer. Nevertheless, the printer must be requested 

before the tape. 
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1.6. Process communication (Ha, BH2, Cr) 

Synchronization mechanisms allow processes to exchange 

signals but not messages nor data. 

If we define a buffer as an area of memory reserved to 

contain messages, the exchange of messages between pro

cesses can be done by using a buffer, shared by the sending 

and the receiving processes. 

In this chapter, we consider a communication buffer struc

tured as a circular linked list of n message frames, where 

n ~ 2 (Ha). We make no assumption about the number of pro

cesses which deposit messages in the buffer, nor about the 

number of processes which remove messages from that buffer. 
' A process which deposits a message is called a "producer" 

and a process which removes a message is called a "consumer". 

Two pointers are associated to the buffer: 11 front" points 

to the first empty message frame when no message is being 

placed, and 11 rear" points to the first full frame when no 

message is being removed. 

The following remarks must be taken into consideration prior 

to def~ning the deposit and remove procedures : 

1° Buffer overflow: a producer cannot deposit a message 

if the buffer is full. We define a semaphore "frame" 

that we initialize ton, the buffer capacity (Number 

of message frames). Buffer overflow will be avoided 

if the sending process executes the P(frame) opera

tion prior to depositing its message. 

2° Buffer underflow: a consumer cannot remove a message 

from an empty buffer. We define a semaphore "message" 

that we initialize to O. Buffer underflow will not 

occurred if the receiving process executes the 

P(message) operation prior to removing a message. 
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3° Several producers must not be able to deposit a 

message simultaneously. Therefore the deposit 

operation must be prograrnrned as a critical region 

that allows only one sender at a time to place a 

message. A mutua:l exclusion semaphore "mutexprod" 

will assure that protection. 

4° Several consurners must not be allowed to accept 

a message simultaneously. This will be achieved 

by a mutual exclusion semaphore "mutexcons" that 

protects the remove operation as a critical region. 

The scheme producers-consurners may be defined as follows: 

(in that scheme, "suce" is a successor function such 

that, if xis a pointer to a message frame of the buffer, 

succ(x) points to the next frame in the buffer). 

Producers Consurners 

semaphore frame= n, message= O,, 

mutexprod = 1, mutexcons = 1 ; 

pointer rear : = front = first message frame 

procedure deposit(d) 

,l5egin 

end 

P (frame) ; 

P(mutexprod) 

buffer(front) = d ; 

front : = succ(front) ; 

V(mutexprod) ; 

V(message) 

pointer ; 

procedure accept(r) 

begin 

P (message) ; 

P(mutexcons) 

r: = buffer (rear) ; 

rear : = succ(rear) ; 

V(mutexcons) 

V(frame) 

end 

If that scheme is respected, it can be proved that (Ha) 

1° a producer and a receiver cannot access a sarne 

message frame simultaneously. 

2° there is no danger of deadlock between producers 

and consumers. 
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Special case: n = 1 

If the buffer is reduced to one message frame, the pointers 

"front" and "rear" are no more necessary. 

It can also be shown (Ha) that 

1° the deposit and accept operations cannot be executed 

simultaneously. 

2° the semaph6res "mutexprod" and "mutexcons" are no 

more necessary. 

Therefore, the scheme Producers-Consumers can be reduced to 

the following: 

Producers Consumers 

semaphore frame= 1, message= 0 ; 

procedure deposit(d) ; 

begin 

end 

Remarks 

P ( frame) ; 

buffer: = d; 

V(message) 

procedure accept(r) ; 

begin 

end 

P (message) , ; 

r := buffer; 

V(frame) 

Communication by means of a cyclical message buffer is 

convenient if the consumers are all equivalents (Cr), t.hat 

is if any message can be received by any consumer. Other

wise, the consumer identity should be defined in the message 

and a sort should be done at the accept operation. 

A solution to avoid such a sortis to assigna different 

buffer to each class of equivalent consumer processes. 
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CHAPTER 2 A Real-Time Monitor for Multiple Processor 
Microcomeuter_Systems ____________________ _ 

2.1. Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to define a real-time moni

tor for multiple processor microcomputer systems. 

The monito~ has been conceived in order to be implemented 

on a model of configuration offered by the best known of 

the microprocessor construct6rs. 

Such a configuration includes a common bus that allows 

each-microprocessor to access a common memory and to share 

peripherals. On the other hand, a local bus is assigned 

to every processor so that it can access private memories 

and I/O. 

2.2. Limits 

We made the following assumptionsprior to defining the 

monitor 

1°) The number of processes is fixed. There is no dynamic 

creation nor deletion of processes. 

2°) A process can execute its programs on one processor 

only. 

3°) The common mémory is essentially used for interprocess 

communication and synchronization. 

4°) The programs are fixed, once for all, in private ROM 

memories. This is done to limit the common · bus accesses . 

• 
5°) The problems of objects protection and of deadlock 

prevention are essentially resolved at design and 

compilation time. 
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2.3. Hardware_Configuration 

We assume that the processes will run on a configuration 

that can be schematized as follows 
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MEMORY 

T 
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In that configuration 

- Each microprocessor (_µPl, ... ,)-<-Pn) has access (via a 

bus · arbitration .log{c, not re~resented here), to a corn

mon system bus to which are connected a common memory 

and IO controllers (or other logics, like high speed 

mathematical functions modules, for example). 

On the other side, each microprocessor has - access, via 

a .local bus, to private memories (ROM and RAM) and IO. 

- Interprocessor interrupt lines allow the processors to 

send interrupt signals, from one to each other. 

- Different types . of microprocessors may be connected to 

the system~ 

BUS 
? 



2. 4.. Memory_organization 

2.4.1. Common Memory 

2.3. 

The main elements ·that are under control of the monitor 

procedures are the following 

- processes 

- processors 

- - semaphore·s 

- events 

- peripherals 

- a common mailbox. 

These elements are represented by records of given type 

- A process is represented by a record of type 

"process·". 

- A processor by a record of type "processor". 

- etc. 

We assume that all these records · are located in the corn-, 

mon memory. 

2.4.2. Private memories 

A P!ivate memory is . accessible to one processor only~ 
, 

It contains the monitor procedures and the programs and 

private data of processes runnable on that processor. 

Thus, there is a private monitor for each processor. 
. . . . . 

Although each of them must respect the global rules de-

fined by the system designer, the procedures- may be adap

ted, when necessary, to satisfy the requirements of pro

cesses that must execute · them, with the greatest flexibi

lity. 

2.4.3. Scheme 

Therefore, the memory organization can be. schematized as 

follows: 
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In that scheme, we have sectionned the private memories in

to ROM and RAM. The ROM memories contain the monitor or 

processes proceduresor constants. The RAM memories con

tain the monitor or processes private variables or working 

areas. 

NOTE The common memory could also be divided - in ROM and 

RAM. We assume that the represented objects are 

_ located in the RAM part of that memory . 
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2.5. User_Erocesses_and_Home_erocesses 

We have defined a process as an entity which has to execute 

a program on a processor. _ -We shall now extend that defini

tion _ by saying that every program or procedure must be exe

cuted under control of a process, but we shallseparate the 

processes in two groups: the "user processes" and the 

"home processes". 

A user process is materialized in the system by a record 

of type "process" (see 2.10) and must respect all the coor

dination rules defined in the monitor procedures. In par

ticular, when they do not use a processor, they must wait 

in a waiting queue of processes such as a ready queue or 

a semaphore or event queue. 

A home process is not materialized by a record of type 

"process", so that it has not to follow· the same set of 

rules that the user processes. It can be identify by a 

set of entry points to procedures, so that control of the 

processor can be given toit directly without passing to 

a control procedure which has to take it from a waiting 

queue .of ready processes. Examples of such processes are 

processor controllers or processes awakened py an interrupt 

signal to execute an interrupt routine. 

A home process cannot execute the synchronization procedures 

to block itself, but it will use themto _awake user processes, 

waiting in a queue of processes. 

One advantage of such a process is that it can execute its 

activity with more flexibility than the user processes. In 

particular this flexibility can be used to respond to an ex

ternal signal in the shortest _period of time. 
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. 2.6.1. 

The following rules concern the user processes only . 

Process States 

A process can take four states 

..,. runnil').g 

- ready 

- blocked 

- stopped. 

2.6.1.1. 

A process is running when a processor is executing its pro

gram. 

An iriformation contained in the processor record indicates 

to the monitor which is the process currently running on 

that processor. 

A running process may be interrupted to give temporarily 

the processor control to a home process. In such a case, 

it does not lose its state but is still considering as 

running, unless it ' is preempted or stopped by the home 

process which obtained control of the processor. 

When there is no user process running on a processor, 

c ontrol of i t is given to a home process named "The Pro

cessor Controller'' There is such a process for each pro

cessor. Its function is to examine the ready queue assigned 

to the processor · it ~ontrols. When. it finds that the queue 

is not empty, it will select the most priority process waiting 

in the queue and make it running. 
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2.6.1.2. 

A process is ready when it is waiting, in a ready queue 

of processes, for its turn to get control of the processor. 

There is a separate ready queue by processor. 

A process is made ~eady when it is awakened by a synchroni

zation signal (semaphore or event) or by a start operation, 

or - if it is running - when it is preempted by a home pro

cess to give control of the processor to a more priority 

process. 

2.6.1.3. Blocked ·State 

A process is blocked when it is waiting, in a semaphore or 

event queue of processes, for a synchronizatiqn .signal that 

will make it ready. 

A process can only block itself, by executing a P(s) or a 

wait(event) operation. 

2.6.1.4. 

2.6.2 

A process in the stopped state is not runnable until it is 

made ready by a start operation. 

A process may be stopped whatever its current state is, but 

it cannot be stopped if it is inside a critical region . . 

In such a case the stopping operation is delayed until the 

process leaves the critical region. 

State Diagram 

The process State Diagram may be represerited as follows 
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This diagram may be interpreted as follows 

2.8. 

The states (stopped, ready, running and blocked) are 

indicated in capital letters. 

- Th~ operations which allow a process to pass from one 

state to another are indicated in small letter~. 

The following rules appear from the diagram 

- A process may be stopped, whateyer its current state 

is (ready, running or blocked). 

A stopped process, when restarted, is made ready by 

the start operation. 

- A ready process is made running by the "runnext" 

operation (executed by the "Processor Controller"). 

- A running process may be preempted. 

- A running process may block itself, by executing a 

P(s) or wait(event) operation. 

- A ready process cannot be blocked. 
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- A blocked process cannot pass directly into the run

ning state. It must pass through the ready state, 

first. 

- A blocked process can be awakened by a V(s) or ~ignal 

(event) operations (these can be executed by · home or 

user processes). 

2.7. Short overview of Pascal 

2.7.l. 

The ~rocedures and data structures described in that chap

ter are written in Pascal. That language is used as a 

conc~ptual language only. 

A short overview of the main elements of that language is 

given below. 

(BH3·) ) • 

(A most complete overview can be found in 

Program structure 

A Pascal program consists of declarations of 

constants 

data types 

variables 

routines 

and a sequence of statements that operate on these abjects. 

Constants 

A constant represents a value that can be used as an ope

rand in an expression. 

Const definition · 

CONST-iw
1
-~~identifier --~ = co·nstant--+- ; 

ex.;:mple const pagelength=512;firstline=2; 
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2.10 

Types 

A data type defines a set of values which may be assumed 

by a variable or an expression. 

type definition: 

----~•TYPE--Î-~~identifier--~-= type----- J 
A type definition introduces an identifier as the name of 

a data type. A ,.data type cannot refer toit~ own type iden

tifier~ 

2.7.3.1. 

Enumeration type 

2.7.3.2. 

An enumeration type consists of a finite, ordered set 

of values. 

Examples : 

~ integer =(-32768, ... 0,1, ... 32767) 

type boolean = (false,true) 

type char = (nul, ... , & , ••• '0 ' , ' 1 ' , ... 'a' , 'b' , ... del) 

~ iodevice . = (typedevice,printdevice,tapedevice). 

This type definition introduces a new data type called 

"iodevice". Its values are called "typedevice", "print

device" and "tapedev ice". 

Other examples : 

~ iooperation = (input,output,move,control) 

type ioresult = (complete,intervention,endfile, ... ) 

Arrays and records are data structures composed of simpler 

types. They can be operated upon either as a whole or com

ponent by component. 
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array 

An array is a data structure with a fixed number of com

ponents of the same type. 

For example, a text line can be defined as an array of 

character: 

~ line = array(.l.~132.)of char 

The declaration 

var text:line; 

introduces a line variable "text". 

record 

A record is a data structure with a fixed number of com

ponents that may be of different types. 

For example, to output a line on a printer one uses a 

record that defines the input/output operation and its 

result 

~ ioparam = record 

operation:iooperation; 

status:ioresult; 

arg:integer 

end 

This data type is called an "ioparam". It contains three 

fields named "operation", "status", and "arg". These fields 

are of types "iooperation", "ioresult", and "integer" defi

ned earlier. 

A record field is selected by means of its identifier. 

For example,let us suppose that "param" is a variable of 

type "ioparam". The fiels "operation" and "status" may be 

selected as follows 

param.operation 

param.status 
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Instead of repeatedly qualifying record fields with the 

same record identifier one can doit once by means of a 

"with" statement: 

with param do 

begin 

operation:=output; 

repeat io(text,param,printdevice) 

until status=complete; 

end 

Variables 

A variable is a named abstract store location that can 

assume , values of a single type. The basic operations 

on a variable are assignments of a new value toit and 

a reference toits current value. 

var definition · 

-----!'.VAR--Î-~ identifier --- type --- b 

2.7.5. 

Example 

vâr param:ioparam;i:integer;c:char; 

Pointer types 

Most of the objects defined in the monitor procedures 

will be referenced by pointers. 

A pointer type P consists of an unbounded set of values 

pointing to elements of a given type T. Pis then said 

to be "bound" to T. 

The value "nil" is always an element of P and points to 

no element · at all. 

A pointer type will be identified by the symbol "&" followed 

by the type name of the record it points to and that record 
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will be referenced by the pointer narne followed by the same· 

syrnbol " & ". 

For exarnple, if pis a pointer variable bound to a type T by 

the declaration 

var p: &T 

then pi~ fa refere?ce to a variable of type T, and p& deno

tes that variable. 

Exarnple : 

The ~rocess records are chained together by variables of 

type "processpointer" : 

~ processpointer=&process; 

~ process=record 

next:processpointer; 

end 

"nex t" points to the next process record in the list 

first 
.. r:.._1 ~~ 

process 1 process 2 process 3 :process n 

A variable of type "processpointer", called "first" points 

to the first elernent of the list. The link of the last pro

cess is "nil". 

The first elernent in the list is denoted by 

second by (first&.next)& etc ... 

2.8. Pascal extension 

f irst& ·, the 

We will use the word "shared" to indicate that an abject 

is located in the cornrnon rnernory: 

Exarnple : 

~ process = shared record ... end 

This process type definition denotes that all·the records 

of type process are located in the cornrnon rnernory. 
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2.9. Mutual Exclusion 

2.9.1. 

2.9.2. 

Locking_the_common_bus 

We assume that two hardware commands allow a processor to 

obtain exclusive control of the common system bus as long 

as it is needed. These commands are defined as ,follows: 

lockcommon 

unlockcommon 

"lockcommon" locks the common· bus in such a way that the ' 

bus is accessible only to the processor that executed that 

command and until it issues an "unlockcommon" instruction. 

Test-And-Set Instruction 

The "lockcommon" and "unlockcommon" allow us to implement 

the "TAS"instruction defined in chapter 1. 

rhe TAS procedure locks and unlocks continually the corn

mon bus until the boolean variable that it ·must test has 

the value "false". In that case, the value "true" is given 

to the variable prior to unlocking the bus. 

ALGORITHM 1 

procedure tas(x:boolean); 

begin 

repeat 

lockcommon; 

if x then unlockcommon 

until not x; 

x:=l; 

unlockcommon 

end 

j 
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To reduce the number of rnernory locks we could rnodify the 

above algorithrn in such a way that the process will lock 

the bus after it found that the boolean var i able has the 

value "false". An inconvenience o f such a solution is 

that, if several processor with different speeds are exe

cuting a TAS instruction on the sarne var iable, the lower 

speedprocessorswould test the variable less frequently 

that the others, resulting in an "unfair" advantage for 

the higher speed processors : 

Algorithrn 2 

procedure tas(x:boolean); 

begin 

repeat 

if not x then 

begin 

lockcornrnon; 

if not x then begin 

x:=l; 

unlockcornrnon; 

return 

'exit frorn the procedure' 

end 

else unlockcornrnon 

end 

forever 'try again' 

end 

2~9.3.Mutual Exclusion Sernaphores 

The TAS instruction allows us to protect as rnany critical 

regions as we wish. In particular, it will be used to irn

plernent the sernaphores. As we saw in Chapter 1, sernaphores 

can also be used to assure the rnutual exclusion. 
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2.9.4. Deadlock Prevention 

To prevent deadlock we group the critical regions and the 

peripherals into hierarchal classes. 

For the monitor procedures, the classes have been defined 

as follows·: 

1 : Semaphores, events 

2 processors 

3 processes 

For the peripherals, the classes will be defined at the 

application design time. 

The monitor will not verify if the requ~sts to.peripherals 

or critical regions are respecting the hierarchal order 

that prevent deadlock. 

This verification must be done at compilation time. 
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Process description 

A User Process is represented in the common memory by a 

shared record of type "process" : 

~ process = 
shared record 

end 

protect: boolean ; 

name : character ; 

state: (ready, running, 
blocked , stopped) ; 

priority : integer; 

processor: &processor 

stopwaiting: boolean 

regions 

iocount 

integer 

integer; 

next : &process ; 

globalnext: &process 

waitingqueue 

requestqueue 

s ync i.1roq ueue 

&peripheral 

mutexmail ; &semaphore ; 

firstmessage : &frame 

fullmail : &semaphore 

emptymail : &semaphore ; 

stopper : &semaphore 

context: processorregisters 
nextrequester : &process 

The fields are defined as follows 

protect: This field contains a boole4n value. It i~ used 

to protect the process record (by a TAS instruction) inside 

a critical region. 

name: A process is normally referenced by the address of 

its record. This field could be used to reference a process 

by name rather than by its address. 

state: This field contains the process state value. 

A process can take four states : ready, running,blocked 

or stopped. 
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priority: This is an integer which de t e r mi nes the 

priori t y of the process in relation to the others. 

A small value in this field g ives a h igh priority 

to the process. It is used by the proce ssor control

ler to select the rnost priority process f rom the ready 

queue associated to the processo r it con tro l s. 

processor :A process can execute on one processor only. 

This .field points to the processor record _associated 

to the processor on which the process can run. It is 

used by the V and signal primitives to find the address 

of the ready list into which an awakened process must 

be inserted . 

. stopwaiting: This field is a boolean used to indicate 

that the process is waiting to be stopp~d. It has the 

value "true" when a stop operation on that process could 

not complete because the process was inside a critical 

region or in the ready state. In the last case it will 

be stopped definitively by the processor controller. 

(see 2.13.) 

regions: This field indicates the number of nested cri

tical regions entered by .the process. It is incremented 

by one each time a process has to enter a critical region 

without disabling all interrupts, and decremented by one 

each time it leaves such a region . There are primitives 

which allow a process to enter such- critical region. 

(see interregion and leaveregion proèedures). The process 

cannot be stopped if that field contains a nonzero value. 

iocount: This field is an integer which indicates the

number of I/0 operations initiated by the process but 

not yet completed. 

next: All processes waiting on a same semaphore or event 

are chained together in a linear list. The head pointer 

of the list is situated in the semaphore or event record. 

This field links the process to the next process in the 

list. +ts value is "nil" if it is the last process iri 

the list. 
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globalnext: All processes records are chained indepen

dently together by this link, in a linear list which 

can be used for processes management. 

waitingqueue: This is a pointer to the semaphore or 

event record which contains the head pointer of the 

process queue in which the process is waiting, when it 

is in the blocked state. Because "waitingqueue" can point 

to récords of different types (event or semaphore), it 

must be defined (this is a Pascal constraint. (BH3)) as a 

record that contains either a semaphore pointer or an 

event pointer. This record must include a "tag field" 

that defines which of t~e two "variants" (event or sema

phore pointer) is being represented by the other record 

field (BH3). It may be defined as follows 

~ synchroqueue = 

record 

end 

case tag: (semtype,eventtype) of 

semtype: (sema:&semaphore); 

eventtype: (evt:&event) 

This notation may be interpreted as follows: 

If the tag field has the value "semtype'', then the rest 

of the record is a semaphore pointer named "sema". 

On the other hand, if the tag value is "eventtype",then 

the rest of the record is an event pointer named "evt". 

Although we do not intend tous~ a Pascal compiler to 

implement ihe kernel, we will use this variant record 

to recognize the type of record that. is pointed to by 

the "waitingqueue" field. 

requestqueue :. This field is a head pointer to the list 

of peripherals acquired by the process by a peripheral 

request procedure call. When a new peripheral has been 

adquired by the process, its record is inserted at the 

beginning of that list. A release operation will remove 

the first peripheral from that list (LIFO). This orga

nization assumes that the peripheral requests and relea

ses follow the rules of hierarchal allocation of resour

ces. 
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mutexmail : This mutual exclusion semaphore is used to 

protect the process message chain, pointed by the 

"firstmessage" field, against its manipulation by more 

than one process at the same time. This semaphore is 

initialized to 1. (see interprocess communication). 

firstmessage: All the messages sent to the process but 

not yet received by it, are chained together ' in a linear 

list pointed to by this head pointer. This list is cal

led the "message queue" of the process. 

fullmail : This semaphore is initialized to O. Whenever 

a message is sent to the process, a V operation is per

formed on the semaphore by the sending process, so that 

the semaphore value indicates the number of messages 

sent to the process but not yet received by it. Wherl

ever the receiver process attempts to read a message 

from its message queue, it performs a P operation on 

that semaphore, so that it will block itself if the 

queue is empty. 

emptymail : This semaphore is initialized to the maximum 

number of messages that can be linked together in the 

process message list. Whenever a process attempts to 

send a message to that receiver process, it performs a 

~~peration on that semaphore, so that it will block it

self when the semaphore is negative, that is if the mes

sage list of the receiver process is "full". 

On the ·other hand, the receiver process will perform a 

V operation on that semaphore, each time it has received 

a message from the list. 

stopper: This semaphore is used by the process whenever 

it attempts to stop a process which is not runnable on 

the same processor. In such a case the stopping process 

sends an interrupt signal to the other processor and 

blacks itself on that semaphore. It will be awakened by 

a V operation executed by a home process on the other 

processor after reception of the interrupt signal. 

The semaphore is initialized to O. 
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context: This field is a save area used to save the 

context of the process when it has to leave the pro

cesser on which it is running . We def i ne a process 

context as the set of values contained i n the exter

nal registers that can be accessed by the process 

(processor registers, masks, etc •.. J. As the context 

. may vary from one processor to the other, this field 

must be defined, like the "waitingqu.eue" field, as a 

variin~ record ' of type "processoregisters" 

!XF~ processorregisters = 

record 

~ tag: (typel, .... ,typen) of 

~l: (regl:record ... end) 

~: (regn:record ••• end) 

end 

typel, ... ,typen define the different processor types 

that are connected to the system. To each type is as

sociated a record that defines the registers that can 

be accessed by a process ·running on a processor of that 

type. 

nextrequester : All processes that have requested a 

psripheral bu~ could ·not be satisfied becau.se the peri

pheral had been reserved by another process, are linked 

together by this field, in a list pointed by a head 

pointer contained in the peripheral record. 
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2.11. Queues_of_erocesses 

2.11.1. Definition 

A queue of processes is a linear list of process records 

chained together by pointers contained in the process re

cords themselves. The first element of the list is poin

ted to by a pointer field called the "head pointer". 

2.11.2. Operations on processes queues · 

We will use the following functions or procedures to ope

rate on processes queues : 

2.11.2.1. function empty (head: &pr_ocess); 

This function returns the value "true" if the head pointer 

contains the value "nil" or "false" if it does not. 

ALGORITHM 3 

function empty(head:&process); 

begin 

end 

if head: = nil then empty(head):=true 

else empty(head) :=false 

2.11.2.2. procedure put(p:&process,head:&process); 

This procedure puts the process pat the end of the proc~ss 

queue pointed by head, so that the process becomes the last 

eleme~t of the list. 

ALGORITHM 4 

procedure put(p:&process,head:&process); 

~ q:&process; 

begin 

end 

if empty(head) then head:=p 

else 

begin 

q:=head; 

while q&. next > < nil do 

begin 

q:=q&.next 

end; 

q&.next:=p; 

end 

with p& do 

next:=nil; 
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2.11.2.3. procedure get(p:&procèss,head:&process} 

This procedure gets the first element of a process queue. 

It is used, with the "put(p:process,head:&process}" proce

dure, to schedule a FIFO queue of processes. 

ALGORITHM 5 

procedure get(p:&process,head:&process}; 

begin- · 

p:=head; 

head:=p&.next 

end 

2.11.2.4. procedure enter(p: &process,head:&process} 

This procedure inserts a process on the· top of à process 
queue, so that the new process becomes the first element of 

the list. 

ALGORITHM 6 

2.11.2.s. 

procedure enter(p:&process,head:&process};, 

begin 

p&.next:=head 

head:=p 

end 

procedure select(p:&process,head:&process} 

This procedure removes the most priority process from a 

non empty queue of processes. If the queue contains pro

cesses with the same priority, the procedure will remove 

the one which is nearest the end of the queue, so that, 

if processes entered the queue via the "enter(p:&process, 

head:&process}" procedure, the selected process will be 

the first which arrived into the queue. (algorithm 7) 
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ALGORI.THM 7 

procedure select(p:&process,head:&process); 

var x:integer;plast,q:&process; 

begin 

end 

p:=head;plast:=loc(head);q:=p; 

x:=p&.priority; 

while q&. next > < nil do 

begin 

if (q&.next)&.priority ~ x then 

begin 

x:=(q&.next)&.priority 

plast:=q; 

p:=q&.next 

end; 

q:=q&.next 

end; 

if p=head then head:=p&.next 

else plast&_.next:=p&.next 

2.24 
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2.25 

2.12. Processor 

2.12.1 .. Processor description 

A processor is represented in the common memory by a shared 

record of type "processor" 

~ processor = shared record 

running:&process; 

readypr otect:boolean; 

readyqueue:&process; 

end 

The f~elds are d~fined as follows 

running: This field contains the process record addr~ss 

of the user process that is running on the processor. It 

has the value "idle" if there is no such a process. 

readyprotect: This field contains a boolean value which 

is used to protect the ready queue of that processor (by 

a TAS instruction) against its manipulation. by more than 

one process _at the same time. 

readyqueue: This is the head pointer of t he ready list 

associated to the processor •· If the list is empty, the 

pointer has the value "nil". 

NOTE 

We assume that the procedure defined in these pages 

are executed on a processor which record is pointed 

by Q 

var Q:&processor 

We shall call _that processor_ the processor "Q". 
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2.26. 

Processor Utility Routines 

The procedures defined in the .next pages will call the 

following routines: 

- disableinterrupts: This routine disables the interrupts 

on . the processor· on which the routine is executed. 

- enableinterrupts : This routine enables the interrupts 

on that processor. 

saveregisters : This routine saves the processor rè-
., 

gisters in a save area defined in the private memory 

of that processor. 

restoreregisters This routine restores the contents 

of the save area into the processor registers. 

- savecontext This routine transfe~s the contents 

of the processor save area into the running process 

record. 

- restorecontext(p:&process) This routine transfers the 

content of process p from the record defining that 

process into the processor registers. 
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2.13. Processor Controller ----- .--------------
2.13.1. Definition 

The Processor Controller is a home process that controls the 

processor when there is no other process t o run .on i t, or when . 

a process has left the processor to enter a waiting queue. 

There is such a process for each processor. 

The basic function of a Processor Controller is to multiplex 

the processor between the processes waiting for it. To do that, 

it executes the "runnext(q:&processor)" procedure until it 

finds a process waiting in the list of ready processes. When 

it h~s found such a process, it gives the control of the pro

cessor toit. 

The activity of the Processor Controller can be defined as 

follows : 

2.13.2.: 

' Processor Controller ' 

cycle 

runnext(processor) 

end 

Procedure runnext(q:&processor) (see Algorithm 8) 

This procedure is executed by the Processor Controller assigned 

to the processor q. 

First, it transfers the value "idle" to the "running" field 

defined in the processor record. This value means that no 

user process is executing instructions on the processor. Then, 

it examines the head pointer of the ready list, until it finds 

that the ready queue is not empty. This test is done without 

disabling the interrupts on that processor, so that the inter

rupt signals can be received and treated by the home processes. 

When it finds that the readyqueue is no more empty, then it . 

disables the interrupts and enters a critical region by exe

cuting a TAS instruction on the readyprotect boolean variable, 

defined in the processor record. Then, it selects the most 

priority process from the ready ~it, leaves the critical re

gion and tests the stopwaiting 1 i st in the selected process 

record. If the b i t _ is ON, this means that the selected pro

cess is waiting to be stopped but that it may still be inside 
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2.28. 

H ll 

a critical region. This is indicated by the regions 

field in the process record. If the value contained 

in that field is positive, this rneans t hat the process 

is still inside a critical region and that is must corn

plete its activity inside that region before it can be 

stopped. Thus, control of the processor can ·be given 

toit. 

If th~ ·candidate process is waiting to be stopped but 

is not inside · a critical region, then the processor con

troller will not give the processor control to that pro

cess. Instead, it will put the process in the stopped 

state and switch off the stopwaiting bit. This cornple

tes a stop operation initiated on that process by another 

process while the prior was in the ready, queue. 

The processor controller will then enable the interrupts 

and begin a new cycle of execution to search another can

didate. 

If the process is allowed to run, then its record address 

is transferred into the "running'' field defined in the 

processor record. Then, the processor controller gives 

the value ''running" to the state of the process and trans

fers the context of that selected process into the proces

sp~ registers. Finally, it enables the interrupts and 

gives the control of the processor to the selected pro

cess. 



procedure runnext(q:&processor); 

~ candidate:&process; 

begin 

with q& do 

running:=idle; 

S:while empty(readyqueue)do S; 
. . -~ 

disableinterrupts; 
tas(readyprotect); 

Select(candidate,readyqueue); 

readyprotect:=O; 

with candidate& do 

tas(proteèt); 

.if not stopwaiting _Q_!:, regions) 0 
then begin 'run candidate' 

q&~running:=candidate; 
state:=running; 
restorecontext(candidate); 
protect:=O; 

enableinterrupts; 

2.29. 

'Thè candidate has control of the processor' 
end. 

else begin 'stop candidate' 
state:=stopped; 
stopwaiting:=0; 
protect:=O; 

enableinterrupts; 

'Processor controller will try another process' 
end 
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2.14. Synchronization 

2.14.1. 

2.14.2. 

Utility routines 

The following routines will be called by the synchronization 

primitives to change the state of a process. 

Procedure blocksem(s:&semaphore) 

This ~rob~dure is used to block the running process on a 

given semaphore. First, it puts the process into the sema

phore queue. Then, it gives, the value "blocked" to the 

state field defined in the process record. After that it 

transfers the semaphore record address and the semtype 

code to the waitingqueue field of that record. It termin~tes 

by saving the calling process context into the contex t field 

of the process record. 

ALGORITHM 9 

procedure blocksem(s:&semaphore); 

'This procedure is executed on processor d' 
begin 

end 

put(Q&.running,s&.semqueue); 

with (Q&.running)& do 

tas(protect) 

state:=blocked; 

waitingqueue.tag:=semtype; 

waitingqueue.sema:=s; 

savecontext; 

protect:=0 

Procedure blockevent(ê:&event) 

This procedure is similar to the blocksem procedure but 

it blocks the running process on a given event rather than 

on a semaphore. (see Algorithm 10) 
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ALGORITHM 10 

Erocedure blockevent(e:&event); 

'This procedure is executed on processor Q' • 

begin 

end 

enter(Q&.running,e&.eventqueue); 

with (Q&.running)& d°-

tas (protect) ; 

state·:=blocked; . 

waitingqueue.tag:=eventtype; 

waitingqueue.evt.=e; 

savecontext; 

protect:=O 

Procedure awake(p:&process) 

2. 31. 

This procedure inserts process pat the beginning of the 

ready queue associated to the processor on which the process 

must run. The head. pointer of the ready list ~s situated 

in the processor record pointed -to by the field "processor" 

of the process record. The procedure also trarisfers the 

value "ready" to the state field of that record. The ready 

list and the process record are protected inside critical 

regiohs. 

ALGORITHM 11 

procedure awake(p:&process); 

begin 

end 

with p& do 

tas (protect) ; 

state:=ready; 

·protect:=0; 

with processor& do 

tas(readyprotect); 

enter(p,readyqueue); 

readyprotect:=Q 
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2.32. 

2.15. Semaphores ----.---- ·-
2.15.1. Semaphore description 

A semaphore is represented in the common memory by a shared 

record of type "semaphore" 

~ semaphore = shared record 

semprotect: boo l ean 

semvalue 

semqueue 

end. 

integer 

&process 

The fields are defined as follows : 

semprotect: this field contains a boolean value. 

It is used to protect the semaphore (by a TAS instruction) 

against its manipulation by more than one process at the 

same time. 

semvalue: this field contains an integer that represents 

the semaphore value. It cannot be initial~zed to a nega

tive value. 

semqueue : this field is ~he head pointer to a list of 

process records chained together by their "next" f.3,.elds. 

There is such a list if the semaphore has a negative va

lue~ The numbèr of processes waiting in that process 

queue is defined by the absolute value of the semaphore. 

The list is organized as a FIFO queue. 

2.15.2. Semaphore operations 

2.15.2.1. Procedure P(s:&semaphore) (see Algorithm 12) 

This procedure implements the P primitive. It disables 

all interrupts and savesthe calling program context in 

the monitor save area. After that, it executes a TAS 

instruction on the semprotect field of the semaphore. 

This allows the process to enter a critical region pro

tected by that variable. Then, it substracts one from 

the semaphore value. If the result is negative, the 

procedure inserts the running process at the end of the 

list of processes waiting on this semaphor~, and blacks 

the process. Blocking a process transfers the monitor 
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2.15.2.2. 

2.33. 

save area to the context field of the process descrip-

tion record. It leaves then the critical region by giving 

the value O to semprotect and enabl es t he interrupts before 

giving the control of the processor directly to the proces

sor controller. 

If the result is nonnegative, the process leaves the cri

tical region, restores back the initial context, enables 

the interrupts . and returns to the calling program. 

ALGORITHM 12 

procedure P(s:&semaphore) 

begin 

disableinterrupts; 

saveregisters; 

with S& do 

tas(semprotect); 

semvalue:=semvalue-1; 
if semvalue < 0 
then begin 

blocksem{Q&.running,s) 
semprotect:=0; 
enableinterrupts; 
runnext(Q) 
end 

else begin 

end 

semprotect: =O ; . 

restoreregisters; 

enableinterrupts; 

end 

Procedure V(s:&semaphore) (see Algorithm 13) 

This procedure implements the V primitive.After having 

disabled the interrupts, it enters a critical region 

protected by semprotect and adds 1 to the value of the 

semaphore. If the resulting value is not greater than 

zero, this means that there are processes waiting in the 

semaphore process queue. The first process is removed 

from the list by a get operation and is made ready by 

entering it in the ready queue associated to the proces

sor that has been assigned toit. 
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Then, the calling process leaves the critical region, enables 

the interrupts and returns to the calling program. If the re

sulting value of the semaphore is positive, this means that no 

process is waiting on the semaphore; so that the process can 

leave immediately the critical region, enable the interrupts 

and return· to the calling program 

ALGORITHM 13 

procedure V(s:&semaphore); 

var candidate:&process 

begin 

disableinterrupts; 

with s& do 

begin 

tas(semprotect); 

semvalue:=semvalue+l; 
if semvalue f 0 

thcn begin 
get(candidate,semqueue); 
awake(candidate) 

end; 

semprotect:=0; 

enableinterrupts; 

end 
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2.35. 

EVENTS 

2.16~1 .. Event description 

An event is represented in the common memory by a shared 

record of type "event" : 

~ event = record 

· eventprotect 

eventvalue 

eventqueue 

end 

The fields are defined as follows: 

boolean 

boolean 

&process 

eventprotect: This field contains a boolean value. 

It is used to protect the event (by a TAS instruction) 

against its manipulation by more than one process at 

the same time. 

eventvalue: This ·field contains a boolean. If it is 

true, this means that an occurrence of the event has 

occurred. 

eventqueue This field is the head pointer of a list 

of processes waiting for the next arrival of the event. 

When such an event occurs, all the processes waiting 

for it are awakened. 

2.16.2. Event operations 

We define three operations on events : 

procedure wait(e:&event) (see Algorithm 14) 

This procedure allows a process to test if an event has occur-· 

red. If it has, the process continues its execution but does 

not : switch off the event, so that the same occurrence; of the 

event can be used by the other processes. If the event did 

not occur, the process is inserted at the beginning of the list 

of processes waiting on this event,and blocked before control 

of the processor is given back to the processor controller. 
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ALGORITHM 14 

Erocedure wait(e:&event); 

hegin 

disableinterrupts; 

saveregisters; 

with e& do 

begin 

tas(eventprotect) 

if not eventvalue 

2.36. 

then begin 
blockevent(Q&.running,eventqueue); 

end 

eventprotect:=O; 

enableinterrupts; 

runnext·.~Q) 

end 

else begin 

eventprotect:=O; 

restoreregisters; 

enableinterrupts; 

end 

· 2 .16. 2. 2. Procedure signal (e :e &event) (see Algorithm 16) 

This procedure switches on the event and awakes all the 

processes waiting on it, if there are such processes. 

2;16.2.3. procedure resetevent(e:&event) 

This procedure allows a process to switch off an event. 

ALGORITHM 15 

procedure resetevent(e:&event) 

begin 

e&.eventvalue:=O 

end 
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procédure signal(e:&event) 

~ p:&process; 

begin 

disableinterrupts; 

with e& do 

tas(eventprotect); 

end 

eventvalue:=1; 
if not empty(eventqueue) 

then begin 
p:=eventqueue; 
repeat awake(p) 
until p&.next:=nil 
eventqueue:nil 
end 

eventprotect:=0; 

enableinterrupts . 

2.37. 
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2.17. Më1ilbox -------
2.17~1 . Mailbox description 

We assume that interprocess communicati on wi l l be made through 

the use of a common mailbox that can be s hared by all the _pro

cesses. 

The main element of that mailbox is a buffer which contains a 

given number of fixed size message frames. A message frame is 

a record of type "f'rame" 

~ frame= record 

next:&frame; 

contents:message 

end; 

The fields in that record are defined as follows : 

next: This field is a pointer to another record of type 

frame. It will be used to chain the message frames to

gether. 

contents : This field is a storage area whi'ch has to con

tain a record of type message: 

~message= array l .. L of character; 

const L = message length 

A process must acquire a message frame from the mailbox be

fore i t can use i t to send a message to another process. It 

must also restitute to the mailbox the frames received by it. 

To assure these operations, all free message frames are chai

ned together to forma list which is pointed to by a head 

pointer named "freelist". 

If the free list is empty, this means that there is no more 

message frame available in the mailbox. To enable a requester 

process to wait for the -liberation of a frame when there is 

no available message frame in the mailbox, a semaphore "reserve", 

initiaiized to the mailbox capacity, that is the number of mes

sage frames in the buffer, is assigned to the mailbox. 

The mailbox may thus be represented in the common memory by a 

shared record defined as follows: 



var mailbox shared record 

reserve:&semaphore 

mutexfree:&semaphore 

freelist:&buffer; 

buffer:array i •• B of frame 

end 

2.39. 

const B = M~ximum number of message frames in the 

buffer. 

The fields are defined as follows 

~eserve: This . is a semaphore, initialized to B, the 

mailbox capacity. Whenever a process attempts to ac

quire a message frame, it must execute a P operation • 

on that semaphore. If the resulting value is negative, 

this means that there is no frame available, and the 

requesting process will be inserted at the end of the 

queue associated to that semaphore. On the other side, 

a V dperation must be executed on that semaphore every 

time a buffer is restituted to the pool of . free message 

frames. 

mutexfree This mutual exclusion semaphore is used to 

p~otect the free list of message frames against its 

manipulation by more than one process at the same time. 

It must be initialized to 1. 

freelist: This is the head pointe~ to the free lis~ of 

available frames. 

buffer: This field contains all the message frames of 

the mailbox .• 



2.17.2. Operations on the mailbox 

2.17.2.1. Procedure allocate(x:&frame) 

2.40. 

This procedure must be used to atlocate an empty message frame 

to the calling process. If there is such a frame, it returns 

the address of the first free message frame pointed to by the 

freelist pointer. If there is not, the process must wait for 

it on the "reserve" semaphore. 

ALGORITHM 17 

2.11.2.2. 

procedure allocate(x:&frame); 

begin 

· with mailbox do 

begin 

P(reserve); 

enterregion 

P(mutexfree); 

x:=freelist; 
. freelist:=x&.next; 

. V (mutexfree) ; 

leaveregion 

end 

Procedure free(x:&frame) 

• 

This procedure must be executed by a process every time it has 

read a message from a given frame. The procedure restitutes 

the frame to the pool of free message frames. The freed frame 

becomes the first element of the free list. 

ALGORITHM 18 

procedure free(x:&frame); 

begin 

end 

with mailbox do 

enterregion 

P(mutexfree); 

x&.next:=freelist; 
freelist:=x 

V(mutexfree); 

leaveregion 
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2.17.3. InterErocess_Communication 

2.17.3.1. Mailbox use (see producers-consumer scheme) 

Every process canuse the mailbox to send a message to ano

ther process, or to receive a message sent toit by a sender 

process. 

Prior to sending a message to a consumer process, a producer 

must allocate a free message frame and then, deposit its mes

sage into the allocated frame. 

To each process is assigned ~ list of messages frames sent to 

it by other processes. The head pointer of that list is the 

"firstmessage" field defined in the process record. Messages 

are received in the ordér of their arrival (FIFO queue of mes

sages). The list has a maximum length, defined at the crèa

tion of the process. To prevent a producer process to send 

a message frame when the message queue of the receiver pro

cess is "full", the sender process must execute a P operation 

on the "emptymail'' semaphore defined in the receiver process 

record. This semaphore has been initialized (at process crea

tion) to the receiver message queue capacity, so that the 

producer would have to wait on that semaphore if the queue 

is full. 

The receiver message queue is protected by a semaphore 

mutexmail that assures the . mutual exclusion of processes that 

have to use the queue at the same moment. 

To prevent a receiver process to receive of message frame 

from an empty message queue, a semaphore "fullmail" .is defined 

in the process record. This semaphore is initialized to O. 

The receiver process will have to execute a P operation on 

that semaphore each time it wants .to receive a message frame 

from its queue, so that it will black itself if the queue is 

empty. On the other hand, any producer which has added a mes

sage. frame to the message queue of the receiver process must 

execute a V operation on the "fullmail" semaphore of that pro

cess 
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2.17.3.2. Procedure send (x: &frame,p: 8,process) 

This procedure inserts a message frame at the end of the 
message queue of process p. 

ALGORITHM 19 

2.17.3. ·3. 

procedure send(x:&frame,p:&process); 

y-9r q: &process ; 

begin 

with p& do 

begin 

q:=firstmessage; 

while q&.next >< nil do 

begin q:=q&.next end; 
q&.next:=x; 

xe,. next: =nil 

end 

Procedure receive(x:&frame) 

This procedure removes the first message frame' from the mes

sage queue of the calling process and returns the address 

of that frame to the process. 

ALGORITHM 20 

procedure receive(x:&frame); 
heqin 
--<.-

end 

with (Q&.running)& do 
begin 

x:=firstmessage 

firstmessage:=x&.next 

end 
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2.17.3.4. Producers-Consuni.er Scheme 

The following diagram will help us to remember quickly the 

main elements of the mailbox organization: 

1 
+. lt _,,__ __ A __ --~ 

semaphore "reserve" 

lJ3-{JJ-[] 
semaphore "mutexfree" 

BUFFER 

freelist 7[. 
.__ __ .:.-,1 ..... 1 -----

.. 
firstmessage 

- 2 

semaphore mutexmail 

1 D Ll ~• 3 
A 

semaphore fullmail 

lt 

A 

semaphore emptymail 

process X 
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In that diagram: 

- freelist points to the first element of a linear list 

of free message frames contained in an area of memo

ry called BUFFER. 

- The semaphore "reserve" indicates that four available 

message frames are chained in the free list. 

- Th~~e process - A, Band C - are waiting, on seiaphore 

"mutexfree",for their turn to manipulate the free 

list (to allocate or free one message frame). 

Looking at process X record we see: 

- firstmessage points to the first message frame of the 

process message queue. 

- The semaphore "fullmail" indicates that process X mes

sage queue contains three message frames. 

- Processes D and E are waiting on .semaphore "mutexmail" 

to send a message frame to process X. · 

- The semaphore "emptymail" indicates that .four messages 

could still be added to process X message queue, prior 

to blocking the sending ·processes because the queue is 

full. 

The scheme producers-consumer can be defined as follows 

(we consider the producer processes that send messages to 

the consumer X) 
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PRODUCERS CONSUMER X 

var d,y:&frame 

var messagel,message2:message; 

const Xmax=maximum length of Process X m~ssage queue; 

init with X& do 

begin . 

emptymail&.semvalue:=Xmax; 

mutexmail&.semvalue:=1; 

fullmail&.semvalue:=O; 

firstmessage:=nil 

end 

cycle cycle 

end 

product(message); 

P (X&. emptymail) ;· 

allocate(d); 

d&.contents:=messagel; 

with X& do 

P(mutexmail); 

send(d,X); 

V(mutexmail); 

V(rullmail) 

with X& do 

P(fullmail); 

P(mutexmail); 

receive (y) ; ' 

V(mutexmail); 

message2:=y&.contents 
free (y) ; · 

V (emptymail); 

consume(message2) 
end 
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2.18. StOEEing_and_Starting_a_Erocess 

2.18.1. Introduction 

A process which is in the stopped state is not runnable. 

The difference between a stopped process and a blocked 

process is that the former is not waiting in a semaphore 

or event queue and cannot the~efore be awakened by the 

V or signal s~nchronization primitives. The only way to 

awake a stopped process is by executing the start opera

tion on that process. 

The f ·ollowing rules are inherents . to the stop operation 

1°) Any user process may be stopped, whatever its state i~. 

2°) A process cannot enter the stopped state if it is in-

side a critical region. 

3°) The stop operation on a process which is insidé a 

critical region, must be delayed until the process 

leaves the critical region. If the process' is inside 

nested critical regions,then the stop operation must 

be delayed until it leaves the first critical region 

it entered. 

4°) A_process can be restarted at the point it was stopped. 

As consequences of these rules, we say: 

a) A running process can be stopped by another process. 

We assume that this will be done by sendi~g an inter

rupt signal to the processor on which the process to 

be stopped is running. 

b) If the process to be stopped is blocked in a semaphore 

or event queue, the V or signal operation must not awake 

it once it is ~topped. This will be assured by taking 

the process away from this queue. 
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If the stopped process was in the blocked state when 

it was stopped, it must enter that state again when 

it is restarted but not if the signal it was waiting 

for did occur. To resolve that problem, we will force 

the process, when it is restarted, to execute again 

the P or wait operation that had blocked it. 

2. 18. 2. Summarize .of the s;top and start operation 

The stop and start operations may be summarize·d as follows 

(the process to be stopped is · called the "candidate"). · 

- We assume that the order of stopping a process is given 

by a user process, by executing the stop(p)· procedure • . 

(see 2.18.3.11) 

If the candidate is not runnable on the same processor 

as the ordering prccess, then the latter will send an 
interrupt signal to the other processor. This interrupt 

signal will activate a home process that will complete 

the ~top operation, by executing the initiatestop(p) pro~ 

cedure. 

If the candidate is inside a critical region, its stop

waiting bit is set on and the stop operation will be de

layed until the •process . leaves the first critical region 

i1=, entered. 

- If the candidate is b1ocked, then .it is taken away from 

its waiting queue and stopped. The Program Counter will 

be modified in the context so that, when it is runnable 

again, the process will execute the same P or wait opera

tion that caused its blocked state. 

- If the candidate is running, it is stopped directly, un

less it is inside a critical region. 

- If the candidate is ready and not inside a critical region, 

it will stay in the ready queue but its stopwaiting bit is 

set on. It will be stopped definitively by the processor 

controller when selected by it. 
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- A start operation on a process makes the process ready 

if i t is s t opped. If it is not, then i t is assumed 

that it i s waiting for it, and the p r ocedure will set 

off i t s stopwaiting bit. 

The following pages define step by step the mechanism used 

to stop or . start a . process. 

2.18.3. Procedures 

2.18.3.1. - Procedure takeaway(p:&process,x:headpointer) 

This procedure searches a given process pin a process q~eue 

pointed to by the given head pointer x. The queue may be a 

semaphore or event queue. The process is assumed to be in 

the queue. When the procedure has found the process, it 

takes it away from the list. 

ALGORITHM 21 

procedure takeaway(p:&process,x:headpointer); 

var q:&process; 

begin 

if x=p then x:=p&.next 

else begin · 

q:=x; 

while q&. next > < p 

a.o beqin q:=q&.next end; 

q&.next:=p&.next 

end 

2.18.3.2. - Procedure modifypc(p:&process,x:blockcode) 

This procedure is u.sed to stop a blocked process. It modifies 

the ~rogram Counter field defined in the conte~t area of the 

given process record, in such a way that, when the process 

will run again, it will execute the last P or wait operation 

that had blocked it. This operation is defined by the block

code given by x: 

~ blockcode = (P,wait) 
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If the black code is P, then the process was blocked by a 

P operation. Otherwise, it was blocked by a wait operation. 

2. 18. 3. 3. - Procedure Vs top ()2: &process, s: &rsemaphore) 

Note 

This procedure is used to stop a process blocked on a sema

phore. It is similar to a V primitive , in that it increments 

the given semaphore value by one and takes a process away 

from the sernaphore queue. The main difference is that it 

does not take the first process in the queue but searches 

the given process in it before taking it away. This is done 

by calling the takeaway procedure for the given process and 

the s~rnaphore queue. Another difference is that the process 

is not rnade _ready but stopped. The context field of the pro

cess is also rnodified so that the prograrn counter will point 

to the P operation that blocked the process. This will force 

the process to execute again the P operatiori when it is re

started. 

ALGORITHM 22 

procedure Vstop(p:&process,s:&sernaphore); 

hegin 

with s& do 

.· sernvalue:=s~rnvalue+l; 

takeaway(p,sernqueue); 

with p& do 

state:=stopped; 

modifypc(p,P) 

end 

Process pis assurned to be effectively in the given 

sernaphore queue. 

2.18.3.4. - Procedure signalstop(p:&process,e:&event) 

This procedure is used to stop a process blocked on an event. 

It takes away the given process from the given event queue, 

puts it in the stopped state and modifies the Program Counter 

field in its context so that, when restarted, it will execute 

again the wait operation that blocked it. (see.ALGORITHM 23) 
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procedure signalstop(p:&process,e:&event); 

hegin 

end 

with e& do takeaway(p,eventqueue); 

with p& do 

state:=stopped; 

modifypc(p,wait) 

2.50. 

2.18.3.5. - Procedure stopfromblock(p:&process) (see Algorithm 24) 

This procedure is used to stop a blocked process. First, it 

tests if the process is blocked. If it is, then it may be 

blocked on a semaphore or on an event. This is indicated 

by the tag field of the waitingqueue record defined in tne 

process record. 

If the process is blocked on a semaphore, then the proce

dure enters two nested critical regions which protect res

pectively the semaphore arid the proc~ss record. Between 

the time the procedure began to test the process state and 

the one it finished to enter the critical regions, the 

process could have been made ready by a V operation exe

cuted by a process on a different processor, so that the 

pr~cedure must test again the state of the process it 

must stop. If {t is still blocked, then a Vstop operation 

must be executed to put it into the stopped state. 

If net, the procedure can leave immediately the nested 

critical regions. 

- If the process is blocked on an event, the procedure will 

execute similar operations, but it must stop the process 

by calling the signalstop procédure rather than executina 

a Vstop operation. 
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procedure stopfromblock(p:&process); 

begin 

with p& do 

if state=blocked then 

begin 

with waitingqueue do 

if tag~semtype 

then begin 

tas(sema&.semprotect) ;tas(protect); 

if state)( ready 

then begin Vstop(p,sema)end; 

protect:=O;sema&.semprotect:=O 

end 

else begin 

2.51. 

tas(evt&.eventprotect) ;tas(protect); 

if state >< ready 

end 

end 

then begin signalstop(p,evt)end; 

protect:=O;evt&.eventprotect:=O 

end 

2.18.3.6. - Procedure initiatestop(p:&process) (see Algorithm 25) 

This procedure stops a proce~s or initializes the stopping 

operation. We assume it is executed on the same processor 

that the one· assigned to the process it must . stop. 

This procedure first enters a critical region .that protects 

the process record and examin~s the tield "regions" of that 

record. If it contains a pbsitiv~ value, this .means that 

the process to stop is still inside one or more critical 

regions. In such a case, it cannot be stopped. The proce

dure simply swi tches on the stopwai ting bit of that process 

and leaves the critical region. The process will be stopped 

later, when it leaves the first critical region it entered, 

thus when "regions" will take the value O. 
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The same is done if the process is in the ready .?tate. 

The stopwaiting bit is set on and the procedure leaves the 

critical region. The stopping will be delayed until the 

processor controller selects the process as a candidate to 

run. If the candidate has its stopwaiting bit set on, the 

processor controller will stop it instead of giving the con

trol of the processor toit. 

If the process to ·stop is still in the running state, then 

the procedure will save its conte~t and put it into the 

stopped state. It then leaves the critical region and re

turns. 

If the process is in the blocked state, then the procedure 

leaves the critical region of the process record before ~t 

calls the "stopfromblock" procedure which will try to 

stop the process. The procedure has to leave first the 

critical region, to respect the hierarchal rules that allow 

deadlocks to be avoided. A consequence is that another pro

cess may -now enter the critical region and ma~e the process 

ready. In such a case the_procedure will have to try again 

the stop operation and it will do so until the process is 

stopped or its stopwaiting bit is on. 

2. 18.3.7. ~ Procedure enterregion {see Algorithm 26) 

This procedure is used by a running process when it enters 

a critical region. It adds 1 to the "regions"field defined 

in its process record, so that the process cannot be stopped 

until it has left the critical region 

2. 18.3.8. - Procedure leaveregion {see Algorithm 27) 

This procedure is executed by a running process when it 

leaves a critical region. It substracts one 'from the 

"regions'field defined in its process record. 

If the new value is zero and the stopwaiting -bit of that 

process is on, then the process must be stopped. The pro

cedure does that before giving the control of the proces

sor to the processor controller 
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procedure initiatestop(p:&process); 

begin 

,;-lith p& do 

repeat 

tas(protect); 

if regions)O or state=ready 

" · then be gin 'do not stop now' 

stôpwaiting:=l; 

protect:=O; 

end 

else begin 

if state=running 

then begin 'stop runningprocess' 

savecontext 

state:=stopped; 

protect:=O 

end 

2.53. 

else begin 'try to stop blocked process' 

protect:=O 'to avoid deadlock' 

stopfromblock(p) 

end 

until stopwaiting or state=stopped 

ALGORITHM 26 

procedure enterregion 

'This procedure is executed on processor Q' 

begin 

end 

disableinterrupts 

with (Q&.running)& do 

tas(protect); 

regions:=regions+l; 

protect:=O; 

enableinterrupts 
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ALGORITHM 27 

2. 18. 3. 9. 

procedure leaveregion 

'This procedure is executed on processor Q' 

begin 

end 

disableinterrupts; 

with (Q&.running)& do 

tas(protect); 

regions:=regions=l; 

if stopwaiting and regions=0 

then begin 

savecontext; 

state:=stopped; 

protect:=0; 

enableinterrupts; 

runnext(Q) 

end 

else begin 

protect:=0; 

enableinterrupts 

end 

- Procedure interrupton(q:&processor;p:&process,sending: 
&process') . 

This . procedure is used to stop a process p which · is not runnable 

on the same processor as the . calling. proces~. ·rts effects is to 

send an interrupt signal to the processor on w~ich process pis 
.. . 

runnable. This interrupt signal, when received, will give 

control of ~hat processor to a home process which will first 

execute a V(stopper) operation to awake the sending process. 

The home process will then initi~te the stopping of process p. 

2.18.3.10. - Procedure interruptoff(q:&processor) 

This procedure is used to set off the interrupt line set on 

the "interrupton" procedure. 

2.18.3.11 - Procedure stop(p:&process) (see Algorithm· 29) 

This procedure is used by a use~ process to stop another 

process. It first disables the interrupts an~ tests if 

the processor on which the given process is runnable is the 

same that the one on which the procedure is executed. If it 
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is, then it stops the process p or, at least, initiates its 

stopping. This is done by calling the initiatestop(p) pro

cedure. 

If process pis not runnable on the same processor, then 

the running process enters a critical region and sends an 

interrupt signal to the processor assigned to process p, 

by executing the "interrupton" procedure,Then, the calling 

process blocks itself on its private ''stopper" semaphore, 

defined in its process record. It will be awakened by the 

home process which must receive the interrupt signal and 

that will stop or initiate the stopping of process p. Once 

awakened, the stopping process will set off the interrupt 

line that served to send the interrupt signal, and leave 

the critical region. 

2.18.3.12.- Procedure start(p:&process) 

This procedure is used to awake a stopped process. If tne 

process is really stopped then it puts it into,the ready 

state by executing the awake(p) procedure. It it is not, · 

then it simply switches off the stopwaiting bit of that 

process. 

ALGORITHM 28 

procedure stait(p:&process) 

begin 

ençl 

with p& do 

if state=stopped then awake(p) 

else begin 

tas(protect); 

stopwaiting:=0; 

protect:=0 

end 
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ALGORITHM 29 

procedure stop(p:&process); 

'This p r ocedure is executed on processor Q' 

begin 

end 

disableinterrupts;saveregisters; 

with p& do 

if processor) < Q 

then begin 'process pis not runnable on 

end 

processor · Q' 

enterregion; 

interrupton(processor,p,Q&.running); 

enableinterrupts; 

P((Q&.running)&.stopper); 

interruptoff(processor); 

leaveregion 

else begin 

initiatestop(p); 

if state=stopped 

then begin 

enableinterrupts; 

runnext(Q) 

end 

else begin 

restoreregisters; 

enableinterrupts 

end 
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2.19. 

2.19.1. 

2.57. 

Peripherals 

Peripheral_descrietion 

A peripheral is represented in the common memory by a shared 

record of type "peripheral" 

~ peripheral = 
shared record 

end 

mutex:&semaphore; 

reserved:boolean; 

next:&peripheral; 

requesters:&process; 

peripheraluser:&semaphore; 

parameters:&paramtable 

The fields are defined as follows : 

mutex This is a mutual exclusion semaphore used to pro

tect the peripheral record against its manipulation 

by more than one process at a time. 

reser•ed : This boolean is ''true" when the peripheral has 

been reserved by a process for its exclusive use. 

next This field is used to link together all the peri

pherals that have becn acquired by a process. 

The head pointer of such a list is defined by the 

field "requestqueue" located in the requester pro

cess record. 

requesters : This field is used to link together all the 

processes that have requested the peripheral but 

could not be satisfied because the peripheral had 

been acquired by another process. 

peripheraluser: This field points to a semaphore on which 

the peripheral user can wait by executirig a Pope

ration on it. It will be awakened by a V operation 

executed by the homeprocess which terrninates the IO. 

parameters : This field points to a table which contains 
• parameters used by the start or terminate IO rou-

tines. 
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2.19.2. Perieheral_Reguests_and_Releases 

2.19.2.1. Introduction 

We consider the peripherals t hat must be "requested" prior 

to being used by a process and "released" by that process 

before they can be used by other requesting processes. 

We assume that the peripheral are grouped in hierarchal clas

ses but that a class contains only one peripheral. However, 

no control is done L_àt the monitor level, in order to verify 

if a request , respects the hierarchal order defined to pre

vent deadlock. Such control is assumed to be done at compi

lation time. 

2.19.2.2. Objective 

When many processes are requesting the use of a peripheral 

at the same moment, only one of them may be satisfied in 

its request. The other requester processes must be delayed 
1 

until the peripheral is freed again by a release operation 

executed by the process which acquired the peripheral. 

A solution is to assigna semaphore to each peripheral and 

initialize it to 1. The request procedure would force the 

requester process ' to execute a P primitive on that semaphore 

so that .the process woulq block itself and enter the sema

phore queue if the resulting semaphore value is negative. 

The process would get control of the peripheral when a 

V operation is executed on that semaphore by the release 

procedure called by the process which acquired the peripheral. 

The inconvenience of such a solution is that the P and V 

primitives schedule the waiting processes in the order of 

their .arrival (FIFO). However, we could wish to schedule 

them in a different order,for example, in function of their 

priorities. To do so, we could create a special V primitive 

that would select the most priority process from a semaphore 

queue. Another solution would be to use ·the standard P and 

V primitives and create an artifice that will allow us .to 

schedule the waiting processes in their priority order. 

We choose that solution. 
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Therefore, the following procedures may be règarded as 

an example which shows how to use the standard synchro

nization primiti ves P and V to schedule a queue of waiting 

processes, in a different order than FIFO. 

2 • l 9 • 2 • 3 • SCHEME 

Let us consider the following scherne 

[ 
reserved Jl 11 1 l 

/Al 
equestqueue n~~xt peripheral s peripheral 

\ 

process X 

--- ---requester s \ r1 lJl \ 
I 

I .. :Je 
1 

peripheral lr 1 process A orocess .,,, ,,., \ -/ 
\ / 

1 · \ 
~ ' ) 

stopper J 
/ 

-1 - ·-J- / 
1 

nextrequester 

semaphore requesting 
process 

On this scheme,we see that the requested peripheral (r) 

has been acquired by process X and that processes A and B 

are waiting in the requesters queue pointed by the 

"requesters" field of peripheral r. • 

Peripherals Sand T have also been acquired by process X 

and are linked to peripheral r to form the requested peri

pherals queue pointeci by the .:requestqueue" pointer defined 

in the p rocess X record. 

B 

T 

1 
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The boolean "reserved" has been set to "l" to indicate that 

the peripheral has been reserved. 

Let us now consider the requesting process at the moment 

it is executing the request procedure. 

This process tests the "reser ved" field to verify if the 

periphera~ has been reserved or not. If it has, then it 

must enter the requesters queue and wait; that is, it must 

block itself. It will doit by executing a P primitive on 

its private semaphore "stopper'', defined in its process re

cord·. 

2.19.2.4. Procedure request(r:&peripheral) (see Algorithm 30) 

This·procedure must . be called by every process which has to 

request a peripheral before using it. It tests if the re

served field is .set to 11 1 11 
: If it is, · then the peripheral 

1 

has been reserved by another process and the calling process 

·must wait. The procédure links that process in the periphe

rai requesters queue and forces the process to block on its 

"stopper" semaphore. If the peripheral is free, then the 

"reserved" field is set to 11 1 11 and theperipheral record is 

put on the top of . the process requested peripherals queue 

def ined in its process record (by the head pointer "request-. 

queue"), and a V operation is executed on the "stopper" 

semaphore of that process, so that it will not block itself 

when it executes the P operation which follows. 

2.19.2.5. Procedure release (see Algorithm 31) 

This procedure is used to release the last peripheral that 

has been acquired by the calling process. Thus, it assumes 

that peripheral rèquests were done in· the hierarchal order 

that avoid deadlock and that there is one peripheral by 

class, only. 



ALGORITHM 30 

procedure request(r:&peripheral); 

begin 

disableinterrupts;enterregion; 

w_i th . r& do 
if not reserved then ---

begin 
reserved:=1; 
with(Q&.running)& do 

r&.next: .=requestqueue; 
requestqueue:=r; 
V(stopper) 

end 
else enter(Q&.running,requesters); 
V (mu tex); 

leaveregion;enableinterrupts; 

with (Q&.running)& do 
P(stopper) 

end 

2. 61. 

The procedure takes the peripheral record away from the 

list -pointed by the head pointer "requestqueue" defined 

in the calling process record. Then ·it .tests if other 

processes are waiting for the peripheral. If there are, 

then the procedure selects the most priority of them by 

calling the "takeoff" procedure, and awakes ~t by execu

ting a V operation on the "stopper" sémaphore of that 

process. 

If no process is waiting in the queue, then the procedure 

switches off the boolean "reserved" . defined in the peri

phera1· record. · 



- ~ ~- ------------------~ 

ALGORITHM 31 

procédure release; 

~ r:&peripheral;candidate:&process; 

begin 

disableinterrupts;enterregion; 

with (Q&.running)& do 
r·:-=reques tqùeue 
requestqueue:=r&.next; 
with r& do 
P (mutex) ; 

if requesters = nil then reserved:=0 
else begin 

takeoff(candidate,requesters); 
V(candidate&.stopper); 

end 
V (mu tex); 

leaveregion;enableinterrupts; 

end 

2.62. 



C O N C L U S I O N 

The Multiprocessor System designer must establish a set of 

rules, the purpose of which is to co-ordinate and control 

the activities of the processes which have to work on the 

system. 

These rules are materialized by a set of data and procedures, 

called a "Monitor". 

This th.esis allowed me to reach two objectives : 

- The acquisition of a theoretical knowledge of the maïn 

concepts inherent to the mul tiprocesses env_ironments. 

- The consolidation of that knowledge by defining the 

kernel of a real-time monitor for multiple processor 

microcomputer systems. 

To achieve these purposes, an important bibliographical work 

has been required. From that study appeared the main concepts 

of multiprocess environments. These concepts may be summari

zed as fbllows : 

- processes and states of processes 

- process synchronization 

- mutual exclusion 

- deadlock 

- interprocess communication. 

They were used to define the kernel in the following way 

- A process is represented by a record which contains 

all information needed by the monitor procedures to 

control its activity. 

- A process can have one of the following states: 

ready, running, blocked or stopped. 

The rules that allow a process to pass from one state 

to another are defined in a State Diagram: 



Synchronization of processes is done through the use 

of semaphores • or events. 

- Mutual exclusion is resolved by the TAS instruction 

implementation and by its use to define critical re

gions. Mutual exclusion semaphores can also be used. 

- Deadlock is prevented by a hierarchal allocation of 

resources. However, the monitor does not check if 

the hierarchal order of requests is respected. That 

control must be done at compilation time. 

~ Interprocess communication is realized through the 

use of a common mailbox. 

The kernel has the following limits 

- It has been defined to be implemented on a model of 

configuration proposed by the most important micro

processor constructors. 

- The number of processes if fixed. 

The programs are fixed, once and for all, in private 

ROM memories. 

- Synchronization and r. communication are done through 

the common memory. 

- A process can execute its program on one processor 

only. 

- Protection of objects and deadlock prevention problems 

are essentially resolved at compilation time. 

The monitor has been defined in a modular fashion, in such 

a way that it is easy to modify it with regard to the appli

cations~ So that, we are able to adapta monitor to the 

application that the system must process. 
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